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CONNECT.
COORDINATE.
COLLABORATE.
Two-way radios are the go-to technology
for companies around the world –
connecting people wherever they need
clear, instant and reliable communications.

IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A RADIO THAT’S AFFORDABLE, EASY TO USE AND READY TO
CONNECT YOUR WORKFORCE, THE MOTOTRBO DP1400 IS IDEAL. IT OFFERS INSTANT
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SO TEAMS CAN STAY IN TOUCH EFFORTLESSLY TO COORDINATE
TASKS FOR IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY AND SAFETY.
Combining the best two-way radio functionality with analogue and digital technology, the DP1400 has the flexibility to grow with your needs. Stay
compatible with your existing analogue fleet, then migrate to digital when you’re ready to take advantage of clearer voice quality, enhanced range
and greater call capacity. DP1400 has a battery powerful enough to last a full shift and is tough enough to withstand everyday knocks,
so your radio will be ready to use when needed.
Perfect for the everyday user who wants to stay connected and fully compatible with the MOTOTRBO family of radios, the DP1400 is a simple,
reliable, cost-effective way to put the power of voice communications into the hands of your people.
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Choosing a two-way radio makes a lot
of sense. Radios are more durable, more
reliable and more cost effective than
smartphones. They’re also easier to use
in the workplace and provide instant
communication between groups of
workers at the push of a button.
Radios connect people and teams across
your facility so they can coordinate
projects and enhance collaboration.
By providing reliable, easy to use
communications, DP1400 helps your
operations become truly seamless to
improve worker efficiency, productivity
and safety.
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MOVE FROM
ANALOGUE TO
DIGITAL WITH EASE

ONE PUSH
TO TALK
With instantaneous push-to-talk (PTT) communications,
the DP1400 keeps your people and teams connected.
Save time, boost efficiency and enhance worker safety. One push
of the PTT button allows users to instantly communicate one-toone or with a whole team with no need to dial a number or wait
for a connection. Built-in 16-bit encryption, means DP1400 keeps
your conversations private.

With the DP1400, you have the freedom to migrate to digital
at your own pace – by individual, talk group or department.

You need a radio that can be used in challenging environments,
survive drops and tumbles and even withstand water splashes.

The radio supports both analogue and digital modes so you can
use it on your existing analogue system. When you're ready,
switch to digital to take advantage of better voice quality, greater
range, longer battery life and double the network capacity so more
calls can be made.

The rugged DP1400 is IP54 rated for dust and water resistance, and
meets 11 stringent military standard tests. It has been proven tough
in Motorola Solutions’ unique and gruelling Accelerated Life Test
that simulates 5 years of hard service in the field. Having radios that
are built to last reduces your total cost of ownership thanks to lower
replacement and repair bills.

EASY TO USE
ERGONOMICS
DP1400 has been designed for easy one-handed operation.
The specially designed PTT and easy to operate programmable side
buttons, along with prominent volume and channel select controls,
make DP1400 simple to use. The Voice Announcement feature will
even confirm actions, alerts, status and channel so workers stay
informed without having to take their eyes off their work.

HEAR EVERY
COMMAND
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POWERED
FOR THE SHIFT

With loud and clear audio, the DP1400 ensures crystalclear communications, wherever your people are working.

Your radio is only as reliable as the battery that powers it.
Advanced low voltage technology means DP1400 lasts longer.

Digital noise cancelling software filters out the worst of
background noise so workers can hear and be heard,
even in loud environments. And if a user is talking quietly,
Automatic Gain Control steps in to boost volume so messages
don't get missed. Trill Enhancement improves voice clarity and
Acoustic Feedback Suppression eliminates unpleasant howling
that can occur when radios are used close together.

Whether on an all-night shift or responding to an incident where
every second counts, the DP1400 keeps your workers communicating
for longer with up to 19.5 hours (analogue) and 25 hours (digital)
runtime on a single charge using a high capacity Li-ion (2900 mAH)
battery. That means no loss of power on the job and less time
wasted replacing power cells.
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PROTECTING PEOPLE,
REDUCING RISK
Your people are your greatest asset. Protecting
them is a must, especially when they are working in
remote locations, and reduces the risk of downtime
through injury.
The DP1400 lets you take advantage of safety-enhancing
features such as Lone Worker, Remote Monitoring,
Emergency Alert and Transmit Interrupt, so you
can monitor workers effectively, prioritise important calls
and respond rapidly to events.

ACCESS KEY
FUNCTIONS FAST
The programmable buttons on the DP1400 allow
users to access their most commonly used
functions in an instant for greater eﬃciency.
Set up key features, help alerts or pre-programme text
messages to customise the radio to the user. These
short-cut buttons make it easy for users to get the most
from their radio.

OPTIMISE PERFORMANCE SUPPORT EVERY
WITH ACCESSORIES
STEP OF THE WAY
Unleash the power of your DP1400 with genuine
accessories from Motorola Solutions.

The DP1400 is backed by a two-year standard warranty and
optional extended service packages.

They’re the only accessories designed, built and tested with your
radio to optimise its performance and meet regulatory requirements.
From discreet earpieces that are easy to wear and use to remote
speaker microphones plus more, each worker can have a radio solution
designed to fit their work practices and environment, enhancing
communications, boosting productivity and improving safety.

Motorola Solutions Essential and Advanced Services provide
multi-year peace of mind with fast repair turnaround times, expert
telephone technical support and access to the latest software
releases. All backed by Motorola Solutions’ highly qualified support
technicians and certified repair facilities.

A FLEXIBLE WAY TO WORK
Like all MOTOTRBO radios, the DP1400 includes Direct Mode Operation. This allows radio-to-radio
connection, without any network infrastructure, for basic voice, data and text.
Unlike some digital radios, DP1400 can utilise two time slots for extra call capacity, even in direct mode. When
greater coverage area or system capacity is required, the DP1400 can also be used with MOTOTRBO repeaters to
amplify signals and provide advanced system functionality.
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DP1400: THE IDEAL CHOICE FOR
EASY VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
When you need simple, reliable communications to connect your teams and coordinate tasks, the DP1400 two-way portable radio is perfect.
It’s affordable, easy to use and provides truly effortless voice communications so your people can be safer and more productive.
With the MOTOTRBO DP1400, your operations become seamless and your business more efficient.

For more information, please visit: motorolasolutions.com/DP1400
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